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ABSTRACT
Although intensive research in the bioelectroanalysis domain in the last twenty years led to great improvements in protein-based electrode
and device performances, their large application remains limited by their stability overtime under operational and resting conditions. One
under-studied issue is the role played by the spatial distribution of enzymes on electrocatalysis. Actually, high fluxes in metabolic pathways
involve compartmentalization and spatial organization of active biomolecules. In a mimicking way, it can be expected that controlled
localization of proteins on electrode surfaces may play a role in the overall electron transfer processes and bioelectrocatalysis
performances. In this short review, we will discuss recent developments in surface patterning allowing to tune in a controlled manner the
localization and density of enzymes on the electrode surface. We will investigate how mixed functional layers, electrode and biological
materials can serve as protein platforms to provide such electrode patterning.
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1. Introduction

Redox enzymes are very active and extremely selective catalysts
toward specific reactions allowing their use in bioelectrochemical
devices such as biosensors, bioreactors, bioelectrolyzers or biofuel
cells.1–4 Gold and carbon-based electrodes are the most popular
materials for their efficient immobilization.5–9 These materials can
be easily chemically modified to introduce functional groups on
their surface and tune the interfacial properties for the grafting of
enzymes in a conformation suitable for electrocatalysis. Further
implementation of porous materials and nanomaterials such as

nanoporous gold, gold nanoparticles (Au NP), or carbon nanotubes
(CNT) increases surface area, hence potential anchorage sites for
enzyme immobilization, leading to enhanced catalytic currents.5

Furthermore, depending on their shape and size, nanomaterials can
impact the conformation of proteins hence their stability and further
their activity.10 Although intensive research in those areas over the
last twenty years has led to great enhancements in catalytic currents
and the diversification of potentially catalyzed reactions, the
application of enzyme-based bioelectrodes remains limited mainly
by their stability overtime under operational and resting conditions.
In many cases, immobilized enzymes demonstrate significantly
reduced turnover frequencies in comparison to those in solution,
which suggests limitations on electrocatalysis from unknown or
uncontrolled parameters. Nowadays developed in situ and operando
methods coupled to electrochemistry will certainly provide essential
data concerning the relationship between electrocatalysis and the
loading of enzymes, their conformation or their orientation.11,12 The
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influence of local environment such as pH or ionic strength,
especially relevant when using porous materials, is also expected to
be elucidated by coupling electrochemistry to fluorescence confocal
microscopy (e-FCM).13,14

One under-studied issue, however, is the role of the spatial
distribution of enzymes on electrocatalysis. In vivo, high fluxes in
metabolic pathways towards optimization of biological synthesis
involve different mechanisms including compartmentalization and
spatial organization of active biomolecules. One relevant example
of enzyme organization is found in respirasomes or cellulosomes,
the multienzyme nano-factories dedicated to depolymerization of
cellulose and hemicellulose.15 Another example is the metabolic
pathway of the Kreb’s cycle where enzymes involved in the
metabolon are organized in complexes allowing short distances to
channel substrates. In this chain, the product of one enzymatic
reaction can serve as the substrate for a second enzymatic reaction
provided the transport from the first enzyme to the second one is fast
enough. Such pathways can be reconstituted on electrode interfaces
by fine controlled co-localization of enzymes involved. This so-
called cascade of enzymes has been largely investigated as in the
case of the coupling of glucose oxidase (GOx) and horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) allowing fine product synthesis.16,17 Hydrogen
production by discrete co-immobilization of a [FeFe]-hydrogenase
and ferredoxin was also described.18 Natural metabolic pathways
have also been introduced in biofuel cells showing enhanced power
output.19 In such enzymatic constructions, catalytic efficiencies
would be enhanced thanks to directed diffusion of intermediary
products. However, it was also suggested that scaffolding plays a
fundamental role in these multi-enzymatic systems by modifying the
local enzyme environment.20 Otherwise, it was shown an optimum
enzyme coverage for enzymatic catalysis at electrodes between rigid
monolayer and protein crowding, suggesting a crucial role of
protein-protein interactions.21,22 Indeed, protein-protein interactions
may induce protein aggregation following hydrophobic contacts
between surface non-polar residues. They may also increase the
distance between the active site and the electrode by neighbor
obstruction. Also, a change in the polarizability of the environment
of proteins with protein coverage, a concept very much like the
crowding effect, was proposed to be responsible for a shift in redox
potentials.23

Tools have been developed to study the electrocatalytic efficiency
with high resolution. In particular, methods using scanning
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) proved to be able to image
enzymatic activity at electrodes at the nanometer scale.24 Relevant
are the works by Matsue and coworkers who used a gold coated
capillary to probe the enzymatic activity of GOx and HRP
immobilized on a glass slide at the sub-micron scale.25 This is also
the case of the mediator tethered/atomic force microscopy (AFM)-
SECM mode developed by Demaille’s group that enables the
enzymatic activity of surface-attached enzymes to be probed at the
nanometer scale.26 More recently, development of fluorescence
confocal microscopy coupled to electrochemistry allowed a

mapping of the enzymatic activity on electrodes.27 Nevertheless,
the strategies to fine-tune the spatial distribution of enzymes on
electrochemical interfaces are still at their infancy. To get insight
into the localization and density of enzymes on the electrode
surface, surface patterning is expected to allow tuning in a controlled
manner.28 It will at the same time provide important information on
the role of patterning on enzymatic catalysis. This is the main
objective of this review which will discuss recent developments in
surface patterning starting from mixed functional layers to DNA
origami on electrodes for biomolecule anchorage in a controlled
spatial distribution, with a focus on redox enzymes.

2. Mixed Functional Layers on Electrodes as Enzyme
Platforms

Functional layers for patterning of electrochemical interfaces can
be obtained through mixed self-assembled-monolayers, electro-
grafting of diazonium salts or amines, or O–O stacking of aromatic
compounds. In most reported works in the bio-domain, the main
objectives were to avoid steric hindrance or non-specific adsorption
in complex media, to allow mimicking a cell membrane or to control
and to tune the biomolecule orientation for on/off bioactivity. Mixed
functional layers also allowed new insights in local reactivity by
permitting control of the functions on the interfaces at the molecular
level.

2.1 Mixed self-assembled-monolayers
Self-assembled-Monolayers (SAM) constitute a versatile way of

surface functionalization including the cases of electrochemical
interfaces.29 One drawback is that some phase aggregation may
occur as a function of the ratio of each thiol.30 The most widely used
SAMs consist in an alkyl chain with tunable length carrying on one
side a sulfur group for attachment to a gold surface and on the other
side a chemical end-function. This function can be hydrophilic or
hydrophobic, positive or negative, allowing a specific recognition
for the molecule that is targeted. Mixed SAMs appear to be an
appropriate strategy for electrode patterning (Fig. 1).31 They can be
obtained by mixing alkane thiols with the same end-functions but
with different number of alkyl groups, hence different length of the
alkane chain. They can also be formed by mixing alkane chains with
different end-functions. Mixed SAMs can also be obtained by
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lithographic strategies.24 Depending on the ratio of each thiol, the
molecule to be recognized is supposed to be spatially distributed. In
all the cases, steric hindrance between immobilized molecules is
expected to decrease, inducing an increase in the loading of
biomolecules on the surface. A typical case was reported for bovine
serum albumin (BSA) covalent attachment with 3,3B-dithiodipro-
pionic acid di(N-hydroxysuccinimide ester) (DSP) self-assembled
on gold. By diluting the SAM with 6-mercapto-1-hexanol, BSA
binding increased compared to pure DSP layer.32

Using mixed SAMs is a strategy that proved to be relevant in
many bioelectrochemical studies. Advantageous properties were
gained at the scale of the microorganism, cell membrane, DNA or
protein. Mayall et al. designed a mixed SAM composed of
carboxyl-, ferrocenyl-, and hydroxyl-terminated thiols on gold
electrode for detection of Gram-negative bacterial cells thanks to the
specific immobilization of Toll-like Receptor-4.33 The hydroxyl
spacer decreased the non-specific adhesion of cells while the
ferrocenyl decreased the resistance of the interface. Nucleic acid
electrosensing on SAMs of thiol-modified DNA was demonstrated
to be dependent on the density coverage.34 Ma et al. further
improved the strategy by using a mixed SAM composed of redox
and fluorophore labels.35 Coupling fluorescence microscopy to
electrochemistry provided an image of the homogeneity of DNA
hybridization on the biosensor as well as information about local
environment influence on the detection. Mixed SAMs were
especially useful for lipid layer organization on electrodes. Utesch
et al. combined Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption Spectrosco-
py (SEIRA) measurements with molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate the potential distribution across model membranes.36

Thiol derivatives with different chain lengths were used to design
the SAM, creating an aqueous compartment between the islands of
the short thiol and the tethered lipid bilayer. Such biomimetic
configuration of protein-tethered membrane is promising for
elucidating potential dependent processes occurring in/at cell
membranes. In this context, a modulation of the distribution of
bovine cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) orientation in tethered lipid
bilayer was demonstrated by first step immobilization on mixed
SAMs.37

Actually, the CcO was oriented with the cytochrome c binding
site towards the electrode on hydroxyl (OH) end-group thiol
derivative, whereas the opposite was obtained on carboxylate
(COO¹) one. Tuning the ratio of (OH) and (COO¹) thiols to form
the mixed SAM enabled modulation of CcO catalytic activity
(Fig. 2).

Other fundamental insights were gained on enzymatic electro-
catalysis at the molecular scale thanks to the use of mixed SAMs,
ranging from efficient spatial distribution of different enzymes,
elucidation of the basis for enzyme immobilization, and reduction
of steric hindrance. Mixed SAMs were created based on two
thiol derivatives, one carrying a biotin motif and the other an
hexa(ethylene glycol) end-function.38 Once avidin is bound to the

former motif, a layer-by-layer construction allowed to spatially
immobilize biotin-HRP and biotin-lactate oxidase. The construction
was demonstrated to be efficient for lactate detection. Progressive
dilution of 11-mercapto-1-undecanoic acid in 11-mercapto-1-
undecanol induced SAMs with decreasing negative charge density
to be produced.39 The consecutive decrease of the Streptomyces
coelicolor small laccase coverage and cyclic voltametry peak
currents allowed to prove the electrostatically controlled immobi-
lization of the protein. Sensitive and selective detection of glucose
by a biosensor based on cellobiose dehydrogenase (CDH) was
realized thanks to enzyme immobilization on gold nanoparticles
modified by a mixed SAM.40 4-aminothiophenol and 4-mercapto-
benzoic acid were used to produce the SAM, offering most probably
a platform minimizing protein steric crowding. The idea of bringing
enough space for the enzyme to bind was also used by Lokar et al.
for glucose sensing by glucose dehydrogenase.41 In that case,
different chain lengths were used.

2.2 Mixed organic layers
Another way to obtain patterned and multi-functional surfaces

consists in the electrografting of diazonium salts. Although film
formation through reduction of diazonium salts is known for more
than 30 years, the control of mixed organic films is still challenging.
For the readers who are interested in, a comprehensive review was
published 5 years ago by J.J. Gooding focusing on aryldiazonium
salt based mixed organic layers.42 Mixed layers can be obtained
by electrografting of two different diazonium salts, the surface
concentration of one component over the other being mainly
controlled by the potential at which each species is reduced. Such a
strategy allowed to anchor enzymes such as HRP displaying an
efficient interfacial electron transfer while preventing the non-
specific adsorption in real samples43 (Fig. 3).

Figure 1. Pure SAM electrode components (A); Mixed SAMs with alkane chains of different lengths (B) or with different end functions (C).

Figure 2. Representation of oriented immobilization of bovine
CcO on a mixed SAM. Reprinted with permission from.37 Copyright
2022 American Chemical Society.
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One issue related to film property through diazonium salt
reduction is the formation of multilayers which is certainly strongly
limiting bio-applications. Strategies have been reported to restrict
the film thickness to a monolayer such as the presence of an
inhibitor or a bulky protecting group preventing radical induced
multilayers. Once the monolayer is formed, a mixed platform can be
obtained by grafting two different molecules. A relevant example
was described by Cesbron et al. where two acetylene derivatives,
including one with a TEMPO motif (2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidi-
nyloxy TEMPO is a stable nitroxyl radical), were clicked to the
azide platform made by diazonium salt reduction.44 The reactivity of
the mixed film was then studied for 1-phenylethanol electrocatalytic
oxidation as a function of TEMPO density on the surface. The
highest reactivity was obtained with a dilution 90/10 TEMPO/
acetylene-TEMPO, suggesting the necessity of some flexibility for
the TEMPO motif in the reaction with alcohol. Although this
particular study does not involve any biological molecules, it may be
useful for bioelectrochemical studies in the future. Indeed, TEMPO
is a well-known radical used in EPR for spin labelling to
characterize protein domain mobility.45 Since recent works highlight
that EPR methodology can be effectively coupled to electro-
chemistry, this opens avenues towards redox-dependent protein
domain dynamic studies.46

Electro-oxidation of amines of various chemical composition
constitutes another way for designing patterned electrodes. A mixed
organic layer was obtained by Al-Lolage et al. by oxidation of an
amine-based linker on CNTs for enzyme attachment diluted by
another type of amine as passivating layer. This strategy allowed the
specific coupling of CDH and bilirubin oxidase (BOD) in a given
orientation for electrocatalysis through covalent coupling of
maleimide groups on the electrode surface and an engineered
cysteine residue at the enzyme surface.47,48

2.3 Mixed π–π stacking on aromatic substrates
O–O stacking on aromatic platforms can alternatively be used to

design mixed layers adaptable to protein immobilization. Such a
procedure has been widely carried out for enzyme immobilization
on CNT-based electrodes.49 Patterning of the surface is expected to
avoid steric hindrance of the protein. As an illustration, the histidine-
tagged (His-tag) multicopper oxidase from Pyrobaculum aerophi-
lum (McoP) was immobilized on a CNT-film via the affinity
interaction between the His-tag and a nitrilotriacetic pyrene

derivative with coordinated Ni2+(PBSE/NTA/Ni2+).50 A catalytic
current resulting from a direct wiring of the enzyme to the surface
was observed. This result was explained based on the swinging
ability of the enzyme on the surface. The enzyme surface coverage
was varied by introducing a spacer preventing enzyme anchorage
(Fig. 4). Current densities were enhanced as a result of a decrease
in enzyme density and increase in enzyme swinging ability as
elucidated by QCM.

3. Electrode Material Patterning

In the section above, patterning was realized by chemical
modifications of a surface with given structural and chemical
properties. An alternative is to tune the electrode material itself for
patterning.

3.1 Electrode patterning by lithography procedures
Maskless and template-assisted lithographic methods offer many

possibilities for surface patterning. They are widely applied to
advanced electronic devices. Depending on the method used, i.e. ion
beam, electron beam, interference or nanoimprint lithography,
different surfaces can be patterned with sub-10 nm resolution. More
than 20 years ago, Wittstock’s group highlighted the possibility of
spatially distributing enzymes on an electrode through lithography
procedures.24 Ten years later, electrode nanostructuring was
achieved by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) of polymer sheets, and
tested for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) by Myrothecium
verrucaria BOD (Mv BOD).51 The induced nanocavity centers
were separated by a distance about 300 nm (Fig. 5). The embedding
of the enzymes in the nanocavities was proposed to be responsible
for stability enhancement of the bioelectrode. However, nano-
patterning did not lead to a drastic improvement of the catalysis
kinetics. More recently, ordered nanoelectrode arrays were designed
by thermal nanoimprinting lithography on glassy carbon, yielding
nanoelectrodes with a radius of 145 nm arranged in a square lattice
with 770 nm pitch.52 Such nanoelectrode arrays were evaluated for
redox mediator electrochemistry in view of enzymatic reactions.

3.2 Electrode patterning by tailoring the porosity of the
electrode

Porous electrodes from various chemical composition and
hierarchical porosity have been designed for many years as suitable

Figure 3. HRP attachment to a molecular wire diluted in polyethylene glycol obtained by diazonium salt electrografting. Reprinted with
permission from.43 Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
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platforms allowing enzymes embedding and substrate diffusion.53,54

However, only a few works focused on the spatial distribution of
enzymes in such porous electrodes. Wu et al. incorporated GOx
attached to polystyrene nanospheres (PS) in hollow fiber membrane
(HFM) on which poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) was
synthesized.55 HFM displays a unique high surface area with pores
decreasing from µm size in the inner surface to less than 100 nm size
in the outer surface. The authors showed that the enzyme spatial
distribution throughout the HFM skeleton can be modulated by
tuning flow velocity of the filtration process. In particular, the
highest stability and activity was observed when the enzyme was
uniformly distributed in the HFM pores.

Mazurenko et al. proved that hydrogenase molecules for H2

oxidation were homogeneously distributed in a millimeter size
carbon felt functionalized by CNTs.56 This conclusion was obtained
based on the catalytic current obtained in full and half size felt.
Following a similar strategy, Mano et al. imaged the embedding of
M. oryzae BOD in fibers obtained by a wet spinning process and
further modified by CNTs.57 Labelled-BOD images obtained by
confocal fluorescence microscopy proved the localization of the
enzyme in the whole volume of the fibers, although the results could
not assess whether these enzymes are catalytically active or not.
Moreover, none of these studies could reach a resolution at the
molecular scale.

Mesoporous silica is another relevant material for enzyme
embedding in a controlled manner. Dendritic mesoporous silica
nanoparticles (DMSNs) were used for incorporation of GOx and
chloroperoxidase (CPO) in the material channels.58 The authors
focused on the role played by the channel size and enzyme

distribution on the enzymatic cascade reaction. DMSNs displayed
channels in the range 11–17 nm. The efficiency of the cascade
reaction was improved by decreasing the channel size, hence the
distance between the enzymes. Three enzymes operating in cascades
for methanol production from CO2 were co-immobilized in siliceous
mesostructured cellular foams (MCF).59 Labelling of the enzymes
with a fluorescent dye allowed to localize them into the particle, and
to study their inter-distance with Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET). A higher catalytic efficiency was obtained when the
enzymes were sequentially incorporated in the material according
to their size compared to the order they operate in the cascade,
suggesting a role of steric hindrance.

3.3 Electrode patterning through nanoparticle distribution
Nanoparticles (NPs) have been widely used as platforms for

protein anchorage. In addition to the ability to form nanostructured
electrodes, NPs themselves were proved to enhance the enzymatic
activity depending on NP size and enzyme crowding on the
surface.60 Tuning the ratio of enzyme/NP also allowed to prove that
the efficiency of enzyme cascades organized on NPs are dependent
on the distance between each enzyme.61 For bioelectrocatalysis, in
most cases, AuNPs are drop-casted on an electrode forming multiple
layers. Electrocatalytic currents are accordingly increased as a
consequence of the increase in the surface area.62,63 Even in this
simple case, interesting information can be obtained by modifying
the size of AuNPs forming the layers. As an illustration, Suzuki
et al. synthesized AuNPs of three different sizes, namely 7, 15 and
70 nm.64 AuNP solutions were drop casted forming multiple layers
on polycrystalline Au. While no organization of the NP network was
achieved, it was proposed that the catalytic current for ORR by Mv
BOD or fructose oxidation by D-fructose dehydrogenase was only
dependent on the space between each NP enabling enzyme diffusion
throughout the NP-based film.64

Nonetheless, depending on the way they are synthesized, NPs
can be spatially disposed in a controlled way on the electrode
surface. Lee et al. synthesized AuNPs by deposition of Au films
with tunable thicknesses on Si, followed by sintering at temperatures
above 500 °C. AuNPs with sizes from 10 to 80 nm spatially
distributed on Si were obtained.65 PQQ-dependent glucose dehy-
drogenase was engineered with a gold binding peptide in order to
anchor the enzyme on the induced gold nano-islands excluding non-
specific adsorption on bare silicon. Such a platform allowed
controlling inter-enzyme spacing (Fig. 6). The location of the gold
binding peptide was chosen to favor close connection of the FAD
site with the electrode. Hence, a direct catalytic process was

Figure 5. AFM (A) and SEM (B) images of NIL/Au electrode.
Adapted from 51, Copyright 2015.

Figure 4. Effect of enzyme coverage of Pyrobaculum aerophilum multi copper oxidase (McoP) on enzyme swing ability which controls
electrocatalysis. Reprinted with permission from.50 Copyright 2021 IOP Publishing Ltd, England.
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obtained, although not well defined, with currents three times higher
than in the absence of the peptide. It was shown that the onset
potential for glucose oxidation shifts in the positive direction with
the AuNP size. Kinetic analysis further showed higher affinity and
catalytic current magnitude on AuNPs patterned electrode compared
to a planar electrode. The electrochemical results were analyzed in
terms of interspacing distance between neighboring enzymes. One
consequence is the decrease in protein agglomeration, hence the
enhancement of the number of electroactive enzymes. However,
AuNP curvature was not considered in the current work although it
may play a crucial role.

We used laser ablation of Au films to synthesize AuNPs with
controlled sizes and distribution on ITO electrodes66 (Fig. 7).
AuNPs as hemispheres were mainly observed, and we showed that
the density of AuNPs increased with decreasing Au film thickness,
while the AuNP diameter increased with the initial Au film
thickness. AuNPs with diameters increasing from 100 to 230 nm

were obtained by increasing the Au film thickness from 20 to 40 nm.
A broader range of nanoparticle size distribution was also observed
for thicker films compared to thinner ones. Thiol modification of
AuNPs allowed enzymes to be immobilized in a specific orientation
for O2 direct reduction. Two different multi-copper oxidases were
used, namely Mv BOD and Thermus thermophilus Laccase (Tt Lac).
The efficient and stable bioelectrocatalytic O2 reduction on AuNPs
with a specific orientation of MCOs as a function of thiol chemistry
is in agreement with previous data on planar gold. However, the size
of AuNPs (>150 nm) prevented any fundamental studies on the
enzyme spatial distribution. Furthermore, as the density of AuNPs
varied with the diameter, it was not possible to correlate any of these
parameters with the electrocatalysis efficiency. One more issue
was linked to the electroactivity of the enzymes on ITO which
complicated the analysis of the entire signal.

To overcome these issues, we turned to another material for
AuNP synthesis. Titanium nanodimples obtained from chemical

Figure 6. Spatially distributed AuNPs on Si as a platform for Au-peptide engineered GDH. (A) fabrication process of AuNPs; (B) SEM
images of AuNPs; (C) binding of Au peptide GDH; (D) scheme of steric hindrance tuning and consecutive electron transfer for
bioelectrocatalysis. Adapted with permission from.65 Copyright 2019 Elsevier.
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etching of TiO2 nanotubes were covered by thin films of Au.67,68

After annealing process, AuNPs were formed with controlled spatial
distribution and diameter sizes between 40 and 90 nm depending on
the initial Au film thickness. Mv BOD immobilization on so-
obtained platforms revealed that ORR occurred only on the AuNPs,
with exclusion of the inter-AuNPs material composed of TiO2

(Fig. 8). Interestingly, the catalytic current was demonstrated to be
highly stable even at high ionic strengths. We then focused on the
smallest AuNP size, suitable to host a single enzyme molecule. In
this particular case, the catalytic wave shape and its modeling
indicated a slow electron transfer process, which was explained by
the presence of an isolating TiO2 layer in the surrounding of the
AuNPs.

4. Biological Material for Enzyme Spatial Distribution:
Microbial Surface Displays, Virus Scaffold and DNA
Origami

4.1 Microbial surface displays
A variety of proteins attached to surfaces of microbial cells were

proved to be able to serve as anchors for the display of foreign
proteins.69 This is the basis of molecular display technology. Since
its initial development in the 1980s, the kind of microbial cells
suitable as host strains for protein display has been diversified.
Proteins of interest are produced by genetic engineering as a fusion
protein of the cell wall proteins. Interestingly, expression and
production of these proteins occur simultaneously to their attach-
ment on the cell wall components through the anchoring motif fused

Figure 7. AuNPs spatially distributed on ITO for enzymatic O2 reduction. (Left): SEM images of AuNPs; (right) CVs obtained under N2

(green) and O2 (blue) on (A,B) 6-MHA and (C,D) CYST functionalized AuNP@ITO (from Au film thickness of 30 nm) electrodes with
adsorption of Mv BOD (A,C) or Tt Lac (B,D). Reprinted with permission from.66 Copyright 2020 Frontiers media SA.

Figure 8. Spatially distributed AuNPs in TiO2 nanodimples. (A) scheme of AuNP synthesis; (B) Size and distribution (top) and catalytic O2

reduction (bottom) on AuNPs obtained from 2 nm (left) and 10 nm (right) Au films. Adapted with permission from.68 Copyright 2024
Elsevier.
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to their N- or C- terminus. Enzymes displayed on microbial surfaces
often demonstrate higher stability and activity than enzymes in
solution.70,71 Applications in electrosynthesis with increasing yields
were reported by surface display of enzymes on the gram negative
cells of Escherichia coli.72 In addition, recycling of the cofactor
NADPH was successfully achieved thanks to bacterial surface
display immobilization of redox enzymes.73,74 This technology is
particularly useful to reconstitute macromolecular complexes on a
surface for metabolic processes. A seminal illustration is the display
of a cellulosome-like complex of enzymes on the surface of the
gram positive cell Lactoccocus lactis, a first step toward degradation
of cellulose into fermentable sugars.75 A three-enzyme cascade was
also site-specifically assembled through affinity reactions on the
surface of a yeast cell. CO2 production from methanol was 5 times
enhanced with enzymes co-localized in comparison with the use of
the 3 enzymes non-specifically immobilized.76

Thus, microbial surface display appears as an elegant strategy to
spatially distribute proteins on a surface such as an electrode. One
further advantage of the technique consists in site-specifically wiring
of the surface-display proteins to electrodes. In the bioelectrochem-
istry domain, the most widely used microbes for surface display
have been E. coli and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, with ice
nucleation protein (INP) and A-Agglutinin or a-agglutinin as typical
cell-wall anchoring domains, respectively77 (Fig. 9).

The surface display technology has been used for electrochemical
biosensing, showing in many cases increased specificity and
reactivity.78–80 It has also been employed for energy production
through biofuel cells.81–84 More recently, the technology took profit
of enzyme cascades for full oxidation of fuels and to spatially
control the localization of enzymes involved in the cascade
reactions. One objective was to optimize the substrate diffusion.
Szczupak et al. designed a biofuel cell in which the cathode and the
anode are based on enzymes displayed on the electrosome through
specific interactions between the cellulosomal scaffolding protein
and enzyme cascades.85 The anode consisted of surface-display
cascade enzymes for ethanol oxidation, while the cathode relied on
displayed copper efflux oxidase (CueO), an O2 reducing enzyme,
limiting competitive O2 consumption by yeasts. In this preliminary
work, however, spatial control of the enzymes involved in the

cascade was not considered. This spatial localization control was
achieved in a work reporting the use of two sequential enzymes,
glucoamylase (GA) and GOx, immobilized on a yeast cell surface
through an a-agglutinin receptor as the anchoring motif with
cohesin–dockerin interaction86 (Fig. 10). The co-displayed enzymes
were thereafter immobilized on glassy carbon electrodes. It was
shown that the catalytic activity was highly dependent on the
assembly protocol, especially on the enzyme molecular size, enzyme
order and stoichiometry. More precisely, when the GA fusion
protein was displayed before GOx, the reaction rate was 26% higher
than when the reverse order was used. The reaction rate was also
lower when both enzymes were simultaneously displayed on the
scaffold. The different sizes of the enzymes may account for this
reactivity, GOx preventing the assembly of GA on the scaffold by
steric hindrance. The overall reaction rate was much higher than
obtained with free enzymes, suggesting that the controlled local-
ization of enzymes enhances the metabolic flux. Otherwise, the ratio
of GA to GOx on cell surface was demonstrated to be crucial and
determined by GA starch hydrolysis limiting step. Such a rational
assembly was used for starch/O2 biofuel cell design, highlighting
the highest performance with a ratio and order of co-displayed
enzymes in the order yeast/GA/GOx/GA.

Figure 9. Principle of yeast surface display technology. Adapted
with permission from.77 Copyright 2014 SOC ANTIBACTERIAL
& ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS, Japan.

Figure 10. (A) Yeast surface co-display of GA and GOx on bifunctional scaffold. (B) Scheme of the starch/O2 biofuel cell (top) and fuel cell
performances (bottom) as a function of the assembly method. Adapted with permission from.86 Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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4.2 Virus scaffold
Viruses are self-replicating infectious nanoobjects presenting

defined different shapes (filamentous, spherical, icosahedral, rod)
and an ordered architecture87 (Fig. 11). Harmless viruses from
plants or bacteriophages can be used as building blocks for self-
assembly of metallic nanoparticles in a configuration where plasmon
coupling occurs, then allowing subsequent biosensing.88 They also
act as an attractive platform for spatially controlled enzyme
immobilization. One additional interest in using virus scaffolds is
the possibility of their oriented assembly on an electrode. As an
example, the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is a 300 nm tube whose
outer surface presents thousands of sites precisely and regularly
distributed that can act as binding sites for biomolecules. Hence,
an electrochemical sensor was developed based on TMV as a
nanocarrier allowing the binding of a high amount of precisely
positioned GOx.89 TMVs were also aligned on a gold electrode

allowing spatial distribution and proximity of enzyme cascades,
inducing efficient conversion of S-adenosylmethionine to auto-
inducer-2 (AI-2).90 Another example is M13 virus, a filamentous
bacteriophage, on which gold NPs were assembled serving as
anchorage for high loading of GOx.91

fd bacteriophage is very close to M13, and is composed of 2700
coat proteins (CPs) forming a 900 nm capsid, with distinct proteins
at each extremity. It has been exploited for fundamental studies of
bioelectrocatalysis at the nanoscale in the Demaille’s group.93 This
group developed elegant tools based on AFM coupled to electro-
chemistry to highlight some fundamental knowledge on enzymatic
electrocatalysis that can be gained when such virus architectures are
immobilized on electrodes. In particular, thanks to sub-particle
resolution, they showed that it is possible to determine the spatial
distribution of enzymatic electroactivity over individual virus
particles.94 The authors studied enzymatic glucose oxidation by
GOx or quinoprotein glucose dehydrogenase (PQQ-GDH) immuno-
immobilized on fd bacteriophage particles assembled on a gold
electrode95,96 (Fig. 12). Interestingly, when PQQ-GDH was co-
immobilized on the virus scaffold with a suitable redox mediator for
glucose oxidation, enhanced turnover rates were obtained compared
to enzymes immuno-immobilized on the gold electrode. Combining
AFM and SECM, the faster electron transfer rate could be related to
the confinement at the nanoscale of the redox mediator/enzyme
couple. Further, the higher enzymatic activity observed in the
middle of the fd scaffold could be related to electron hopping
between the redox moieties along the viral particles.97 It was also
demonstrated that while oriented virus allows full immuno-
decoration, hence higher enzyme coverage compared to randomly
dispersed virus, the kinetics of the bioelectrocatalytic reaction is
enhanced on the randomly oriented viruses compared to oriented
one. Finally, to elucidate the role of the properties, length and shape
of viral particles on the spatial distribution of electrocatalysis, the
same procedure was used to immobilize PQQ-GDH on shorter TMV
virus.98 Kinetic analysis of the enzymatic reaction was also
performed by regioselective immuno-decoration of the icosahedral
grapevine fanleaf viral particle using a novel class of antibodies,
namely the nanobodies.99 A dependence of viral type on substrate
inhibition was revealed. All of these studies clearly highlight the
differences in enzymatic activities when analyzing at the single
particle level compared to the bulk ensemble.

Figure 11. Schematic structures of TMV (A) and M13 (B) virus
particles allowing platforms for spatial controlled immobilization of
biomolecules. In (A), 1 is for nucleic acid and 2 for protein coat
(capsid); in (B) pIII, pVIII and pIX are the major coat proteins.
Adapted with permission from.92 Copyright 2012 IOP Publishing
Ltd.

Figure 12. (A) Principle of the assembly of enzymes on virus scaffold; (B) Combined AFM and SECM allows to visualize the topography
and catalytic current generated by co-immobilization of PQQ-GDH and redox mediator on the virus scaffold. Adapted with permission
from.96 Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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4.3 DNA origami
DNA origami methodology is an elegant bottom-up approach to

elaborate spatially well-controlled 2D or 3D nanostructures.100 The
self-assembly of DNA provides a highly tunable platform through
its programmable genetic code. It was first developed by Rothemund
in 2006,101 who proposed a versatile ‘one-pot’ method for folding a
long, single strand of DNA into a desired pattern thanks to the
addition of short strands acting as staples. Each of hundreds of short
strands are complementary to one site of the long strand, leading to
localized hybridization. Patterns such as squares, triangles and five-
pointed stars with a spatial resolution of about 6 nm can thus be
obtained resembling Japanese origamis102 (Fig. 13). Although this
technology may suffer from lower stability than viral proteins
scaffold, no doubt it offers an attractive playground towards a
diversity of platforms suitable to tune and control biomolecule
spatial immobilization.88,103

DNA origamis were reported to serve as support for NPs,
allowing to control the spatial repartition of attached enzymes.104

DNA origamis were widely demonstrated to be suitable for
controlled immobilization of cascade enzymes.105,106 A tubular
nanoreactor was fabricated based on two 3D DNA origami building
blocks anchoring GOx and HRP then glued together via DNA base
pairing.107 The formation of tetramethylbenzidine diimine was
accelerated thanks to the nanoconfinement of the two enzymes.
The photoregulation of enzyme cascade activity by anchoring of
photoresponsive azobenzene molecule and by precise control of
inter-enzyme distance on DNA origami was otherwise described.108

The immobilization of GOx and HRP enzymes through conjugation
to DNA origami tiles allowed the study of the effect of the inter-
protein distance on the activity.109 The activity increased compared
to non-scaffolded enzymes and was shown to be inter-enzyme
distance dependent. For distances about 10 nm, the connection of the
hydration shell of the two enzymes restricting the diffusion of H2O2

from one enzyme to the other was proposed to be at the origin of the
increase of activity. For distances greater than 20 nm, the enhance-
ment of activity decreased however, suggesting limitation by
another diffusion mechanism. Actually, the mechanisms under the
increased activity observed with scaffolded enzymes in a cascade is
still a matter of debate.106,110 Local environment, and affinity of the
intermediates with the scaffold platform would be involved in
addition to the inter-enzyme distance.

This technology should be very attractive in view of bioelec-
trocatalysis providing suitable anchorage of DNA origamis on
electrochemical interfaces. Nevertheless, only few works report
DNA origami construction on electrodes for further assembling of
redox proteins. Note however that apart from origami, DNA can
serve as an efficient platform to assemble enzymes through fusion
to sequence-specific DNA-binding protein. A seminal work was
reported by Xia et al where alcohol dehydrogenase and aldehyde
dehydrogenase were attached to DNA scaffold in a controllable
manner.111 By incubation with a CNT dispersion, this strategy
allowed the design of a cascade enzyme electrode presenting fine
substrate channeling. Ge et al. controlled the position of cytochrome
c inside or outside a DNA tetrahedron deposited on a Au
electrode.112 A higher electron transfer rate and positive shift of
the redox potential was attributed to the charged environment
provided by the DNA cage. Furthermore, the tetrahedron allowed
tuning the position of cytochrome c relative to the electrode.
Regarding DNA origamis, nanoimpact electrochemistry was
developed to investigate their properties thanks to the intercalation
of methylene blue,113 opening the way to electrochemical nano-
sensors. miRNA-21 detection was achieved thanks to indirect
measurement by intercalated methylene blue (MB) redox probe of
the hybridization with ssDNA decorating a cross-shaped DNA
origami114 (Fig. 14). Taking advantage of the controlled density of
ssDNA on the DNA origami, such an architecture is supposed to
enable detection of large biomolecules.

Triangular DNA origamis attached to a Au electrode were used
to precisely localize multiple target-binding sites spaced over the
length scale required for electrochemical detection of various
analytes.115 A DNA-origami based enzymatic cascade electrode
was reported by Ge et al, based on a rectangle DNA origami with
spatially localized GOx and HRP attached to a Au electrode.116 The
DNA anchorage to the SAM-modified Au electrode was achieved
by placing DNA strands with thiol groups on the backside of the
DNA origami (Fig. 15). The coverage of origami tiles on Au was
found to be close to 50%. Four different distances separating the
enzyme on the DNA origami were then probed. In the case of the
smallest distance, it was found that steric hindrance decreases the
co-assembly of GOx and HRP. Nevertheless, this shortest distance
induced the highest electrochemical activity, also 20 times higher
than that obtained with free enzymes. Another interesting feature of

Figure 13. DNA origami scaffolding based on a long DNA strand folded thanks to small staple strands to give the desired shapes imaged by
AFM. Scale bars are 100 nm. Adapted with permission from.102 Copyright 2018 Nature.
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the DNA origami was the accumulation in the DNA strands of
tetramethylbenzidine inducing an apparent enhancement of enzy-
matic activity. Enhanced activity was proposed to be linked to the
coverage of DNA origami on the electrode that allows intermediate
diffusion from one enzyme to the other on the same DNA rectangle
but also to a neighbor DNA origami. This study suggests that the
influence of distance between enzyme on the efficiency of the
enzyme cascade would be predominant at the electrode surface
compared to scaffolding in solution.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives

This short review aims at reporting the recent developments in
electrode patterning for bioelectrocatalysis. The objective of such
patterning is to control and understand the role of the spatial

distribution and scaffolding of biomolecules on electrocatalytic
activity, with the main idea that electrocatalytic processes at the
scale of the single molecule bring additional information compared
to electrocatalysis at the ensemble scale. Furthermore, it is expected
to offer environments mimicking physiological ones. Mixed layers
forming films at electrodes with spatially controlled chemical
functions appear to be the simplest way to achieve a patterning of
the electrode surface. Those films are widely used in bioelectroca-
talysis, and they are expected primarily to avoid enzyme steric
hindrance. However, information about the spatial distribution at the
molecular scale, and the consequences on electrocatalytic activity, is
lacking in most cases. Patterning of the electrode material itself
is another way toward the control of the spatial distribution of
enzymes. Controlled spatial distribution of NPs should in principle
be suitable for such patterning, although the simultaneous variation

Figure 14. Electrochemical detection of miRNA by DNA origami. Reprinted with permission from.114 Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.

Figure 15. (A) scheme of the origami-based bioelectrode design. (B) Influence of inter-enzyme distance on the activity. Adapted with
permission from.116 Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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of the NP size and density might be an obstacle to the overall
understanding of the phenomena. Hierarchical porosity on the other
hand might suffer from difficulties to image the whole volume.
Lithography techniques are more and more diversified. They are
developed mainly for applicative reasons so far, but they should
bring great opportunities in the bioelectrocatalytic fundamental
understanding. Finally, biomolecule platforms such as virus
scaffolds or DNA origamis, offer a large variety of possibilities
for surface patterning. Here, the current requirement is the extension
of these tools toward electrochemistry, meaning the step of
transferring these platforms on conductive surfaces must be
completed. To reach the objective of spatial control of enzymes
on electrodes, and ultimately the understanding of bioelectrocatal-
ysis at the single molecule level, no doubt that it is mandatory to
enhance the interdisciplinarity in this research, with combined
expertise in chemistry, biology, optics, materials sciences and
instrumentation.
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